THE GREAT RESET, OR THE
GLOBAL BUILD BACK BETTER. A
GLOBAL CONTROL PLAN.
18 October 2020 at 15:05

This is an elitist plan of the richest 1% of the 1% to impoverish the peasants - namely
the 99% (YOU & I), reduce OUR ability to start and run businesses in a tightly
regulated world, or to grow food via UN and excessive Green policies (sustainable
agriculture and anti carbon is the policy) and so there will be an enforced inability to
survive.
There will be medical provision to help them on their "terminal way" by enforcing
many mandatory vaccines including for this normal Covid virus (now only of a
permanent flu variety and frequency). They will be Globally supplied and also
inadequately tested but, like Covid vaccine, free of all legal liability.
The conclusion is that billions of us peasants will be made to die. AI and robotics will
take OUR place and the richest 1% of 1% will thrive in luxury and wealth on a lonely
empty planet.
This is now happening as advertised in Event 201, via the Global Economic Forum, in
UN Climate Change and via associated policies aimed at “Do things Better” and
elsewhere which push this “RESET DESTRUCTION GLOBAL STRATEGY “ seeking control
over the peasants and their elimination.
This clear concise and well researched factual video clearly explains what the
peasants need to know.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gkUJk4dvaM&t=2933s - Please be patient to
the end.

Remember to bear in mind that we all care about our own families.
It is therefore good to not label and generalise but listen learn and act now to oppose
this control and reset. Lord Sumption is so right. The peasants do not need to
cooperate.
LORD SUMPTION: I'm yet to meet a single person who plans to obey the ban on
meeting friends and family indoors... why on earth should they?
LORD SUMPTION: Everything in science is provisional but one thing is certain about
Covid-19. Lockdowns do not stop the disease.
Remember that the Global Economic Forum working with the UN said this year:“One silver lining of the Covid pandemic is that we can see how quickly we can
make radical changes to our businesses and life styles. Almost instantly the crisis
forced businesses and individuals to abandon practices long held to be essential,
from frequent air travel to working in an office.”
This is a stark and clear statement of the intention to create a global control and
proven by the total absence of enough real and verified Covid deaths. It is also
verified by the deceitful false government figures where underlying fatal illnesses
and car crash victims are set down as dying WITH Covid but not of it. Even with the
fictional Covid death figures the daily death rate in the Uk is running below the 5
year average.
The battle for world domination is upon the peasants. All must resist now.
Spiro Skouras - https://youtu.be/2gkUJk4dvaM
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